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 SPECIAL SUBJECTS
 
include illustrate e quotations and do not refer exactly
to all chapters in which characters occur
Kyd
Crawford, Charles Concordance to the
works of Thomas Kyd Louvain, Uyst-
pruyst, 1906-1910 690p 30cm (Mate-
nahen zur kunde des alteren englischen
dramas, v 15) M64	822
Marlowe
Crawford, Charles The Marlowe con-
cordance Louvam, Uystpruyst, 1911-32
1453p 30cm (Matenalien zur kunde des
alteren englischen dramas, begr tt hrsg
von W Bang, v 34, pts 1-3, Materials for
the study of the old English drama; ed
by Henry De Vocht, n s v 2-3, 6-7) 75fr
(Belgian)	82232
"Very few words have been omitted from the con-
cordance, and only those which are of little aid to study,
such as auxiliary [sic13 verbs, pronouns, and insignifi-
cant prepositions and conjunctions "-Pre/
Based upon the following te\ts Dyce's ed of Mar-
lowe (Lond , Moxon, 1858), Grosait's ed of The tragedy
of Sehmus (Lond , Dent, 1898), Hazhtt's ed of The
tragedy of Locnne (Lond , Routledge, 1852), G C
Moore Smith's ed of Edward III (Lond , Dent, 1897),
W Aldis Wright's ed of The first part of the Conten-
tion and The trite tragedy of Richard, Duke of York
(Cambridge Shakespeare v 9, Lond , Macmillan, 1895),
Henry VI, the three parts from Lionel Booth's repr of
the 1623 Shakespeare (Lond , 1863)
Milton
Stevens, David Harrison Reference
guide to Milton, from 1800 to the pres-
ent day Chic , Umv of Chic pr [c!930]
302p 23cm $5.	012
Fletcher, Harris Francis Contributions
to a Milton bibhogiaphy, 1800-1930,
being a list of addenda to Stevens' Ref-
erence guide to Milton [Urbana] 1931
166p 26cm (University of Illinois stud-
ies in language and literatuie v 16, no 1)
$150	012
Williamson, George Charles Milton ter-
centenary ; the portraits, prints and writ-
ings of John Milton with an appen-
dix and index by Mr C Sayle Exhibited
at Christ's college, Cambridge, 1908
[Camb univ pr, 1908] 167p ports , fac-
sims. 28cm	012
 ^ repimt of the Milton tei centenary catalogue, in
which all the items in the list fiom pages 29 to 90 have
been renumbered
Bradshaw, John Concordance to the
poetical works of John Milton Lond,
Sonnenschem, 1894 412p 23cm o p 821
Based upon the Aldme ed , Bell, 1894, and includes all
the poems except the Pbalms and the translations in the
piose works, omits the commoner pronouns, conjunc-
tions, adverbs and prepositions
Cooper, Lane Concordance to the Latin,
Gieek and Italian poems of John Milton
Halle, Niemeyer, 1923 212p 25cm M10
821
Contents (1) Concordance of the Latin poems, (2)
of the Greek poems, (3) of the Italian poems Based
mainly upon Beechmg's reprint of 1900, with some use
of the Oxford miniature edition and of two poems from
Masson's edition
Gilbert, Allan H. Geographical diction-
ary of Milton New Haven, Yale univ
pr, 1919 322p 24cm (Ox univ pr
17s 6d , Coinell univ pr $350)	821
Gives all place names mentioned m all of Milton's
piose and poetry (except the addresses of the Letters
of State and the biblical quotations in De Doctnna
Christiana) with exact reference to all passages where
they occur, explanation of what they meant to Milton
and illustrative quotations from books which Milton
had read References are to the Oxford ed of the
Poems, ed by Beeclung, and to the ed of the Prose
works pub by Pickering, 1851
Hanford, James Holly. Milton handbook
Rev ed. N Y, Crofts, 1933 366p 19cm
$2	821
Lockwood, Laura Emma Lexicon to
the English poetical woiks of John Mil-
ton Lond and N Y, Macmillan, 1907
671p 22cm 12s 6d , $4 50	821
Based upon the text of the Globe ed Defines words
and refers to text Eecords all occurrences of each
word except in the case of very common words where
each meaning, but not each occuirence, is recorded
Pope
Griffith, Reginald Harvey Alexander
Pope, a bibliography Austin, Univ. of
Texas, 1922-27 v I1-2 23cm	012
vl, pts 1-2, Pope's own writings, 1709-51, v 2, to
cover material about Pope
Wise, Thomas James Pope library, a
catalogue of plays, poems, and prose
writings by Alexander Pope. Lond, Pr

